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Abstract 

DSpace-CRIS is the first open source CRIS/RIMS platform in the world. In 2022 the project will reach is 10th 

anniversary since the first open-source release of the version 1.8.2 alfa took place in November 2012. 

Technically it is a fork of the DSpace platform, but the two communities have always walked together with 

the aim of bringing  all the general purposes features of DSpace-CRIS  to the main community. With  version 

7 and, especially, with the introduction of configurable entities in DSpace, the gap between these two "cousin" 

projects has been drastically reduced. However, thanks to the DSpace-CRIS community's increased experience 

in dealing with very complex use cases that have only recently found their way into “simple” DSpace, there 

are still many areas where DSpace-CRIS provides more advanced and still unique functionalities. 

The presentation will summarize unique features and characteristics of DSpace-CRIS over DSpace in 7 minutes. 
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Proposal (no longer than a page) 

A constant update on the status of the platform has been presented to Open Repositories since the beginning 

of the DSpace-CRIS project, which started as a customisation for the University of Hong Kong [1, 2], through 

its first release as an opensource project [3, 4], growing with annual updates [5] until the first release of the 

new DSpace-CRIS 7 version that adopted the new REST architecture, announced at OR2021 [6].  

This year we would like to summarize the unique features and characteristics of DSpace-CRIS over DSpace 

with the 24x7 format  to facilitate the ongoing process of backporting features and approaches from DSpace-
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CRIS to the main DSpace codebase, that is accelerating since the release of version 7, as noted in the release 

notes [7, 8, 9]. 

Among the unique features that will be showcased are:  

- A new configurable layout allowing complex and accurate organization of the item detail page 

without coding; 

- Human readable and customizable URL for each item to improve search engine indexing (SEO); 

- Better support for structured and complex metadata; 

- Granular security up to the single value of a single metadata of an item; 

- Advanced validation in the submission and bulk operation; 

- Self-management of deposited items via friendly UI not prone to error; 

- Support for traditional (citation, h-index, impact factor) and alternative metrics (altmetrics, plumx, 

dimensions); 

- Advanced export capabilities including creation of well formatted CV in PDF, RTF; 

- Advanced usage statistics with graphical visualization, easy extensible reports; 

- Administrative statistics about Workflow and login events; 

- Content update and statistics subscriptions; 

The above list only mentions and highlights features that have been introduced (or significantly improved) in 

the last 12 months, i.e. since the presentation held at OR2021 of the first release of DSpace-CRIS based on the 

new REST architecture.  

Other OR2022 submissions will focus on DSpace-CRIS features that have been ported to the main DSpace in 

its versions 7.1 [7] and 7.2 [8] or selected for inclusion in version 7.3 [9]: this submission ensures no overlap 

with those.  

The last decade shows us that DSpace-CRIS has managed to anticipate the needs of the DSpace community 

by years, contributing significantly to innovating the platform.    
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